Book Title &
Author
All the Bright
Places –
Jennifer Niven
Looking for Alaska
– John Green

We were liars –
e. lockhart

Boy Meets Boy –
David Levithan

Trouble –
Non Pratt
How Hard Can
Love Be? –
Holly Bourne
Eleanor & Park –
Rainbow Rowell

Anna and the
French Kiss –
Stephanie Perkins
The Summer I
Turned Pretty –
Jenny Han

Me Before You –
Jojo Moyes

Description

Recommended
Reading Age

Finch wants to take his own life. Violet is
devastated by her sister’s death. They meet on the
ledge of a bell tower, and so their story begins.

14+

Miles’ life has been a non-event, and he struggles
to fit in at boarding school. Then he meets
gorgeous, clever, screwed up Alaska and his life is
never the same again.
We are liars. We are beautiful and privileged. We
are cracked and broken. A tale of love and
romance. A tale of tragedy. Which are lies? Which
are truth? You decide.
Paul is a sophomore at a high school where the
cheerleaders ride Harleys and the trans
homecoming queen is also the star quarterback.
Paul meets a boy, Noah, and falls in love.
Hannah’s smart and funny ... she’s also fifteen and
pregnant. Aaron is new at school and doesn’t want
to attract attention. So why does he offer to be the
pretend dad to Hannah’s unborn baby?
All Amber wants is a little bit of love. Her mum has
never been the caring type. And then there's prom
king Kyle, the guy all the girls want. Can he really
be interested in anti-cheerleader Amber?
Eleanor is the new girl in town. She takes the seat
on the bus next to Park. Quiet, careful impossibly
cool. Slowly, through late-night conversations,
Eleanor and Park fall in love for the first time, the
exhilarating way you do when you're 16.
Anna is less than thrilled to be shipped off to
boarding school in Paris, until she meets Etienne St
Clair. Smart, charming, beautiful, Etienne has it
all... including a girlfriend.
Everything magical happens in the summer. With
Jeremiah and Conrad, boys that Belly has known
for years that have been her brother figures, her
crushes, and everything in between.
Lou knows she likes working in the teashop and
that she might not love her boyfriend. Will knows
his motorcycle accident took away his desire to
live. Neither of them knows they're going to
change the other for all time.

14+

13+
13+

12+

13+

14+

13+

12+

14+

Instructions for a
Second-Hand
Heart –
Tamsyn Murray
Flirty Dancing –
Jenny McLachlan

The Loneliest Girl
in the Universe –
Lauren James

When We Collided
– Emery Lord
Simon vs. the
Homo Sapiens’
Agenda –
Becky Albertalli
Lies we tell
ourselves –
Robin Talley
Moonlight
Dreamers–
Siobhan Curham
Why We Broke Up
– Daniel Handler

Kiss –
Jacqueline Wilson
Gone with the
Wind –
Margaret Mitchell

Jonny tracks down Niamh, the sister of a boy who
donated his heart. He intends to find out about her 12+
brother, he doesn't plan on falling in love.
When a national dance competition comes to her
school Bea wants to sign up. But when Ollie, who
has a girlfriend, decides to enter with Bea, she has
more than a fight on her hands.
Romy is the only surviving member of a spaceship
travelling to a new planet. Alone in space, she is
the loneliest girl in the universe until she hears
about a new ship which has launched with a single
passenger on board. A boy called J.
Jonah has lived his whole life, and only one thing
has ever changed: his father was alive and now
he’s not. But at the start of summer, a second
change rolls in: Vivi, the new girl in town.
Simon is falling in love with someone he has never
seen, 'Blue', a boy he met online. The boys are able
to discuss their deepest fears and greatest hopes,
until Simon is blackmailed.
In 1959, Sarah and Linda, two girls on opposite
sides of the civil rights battle, are forced to work
together on a school project. They must confront
the truth about how they feel about each other.
Amber craves adventure. After meeting Maali, Sky
and Rose, Amber soon recruits the three girls to
the Moonlight Dreamers. How better to pursue
your dreams than with the support of friends?

11+

13+

14+
14+

13+

11+

Min and Ed are breaking up, so she gives Ed a letter
and a box. Inside is a movie ticket, bottle caps, a
11+
box of matches, and every other item collected
over the course of a heartbreaking relationship.
Sylvie and Carl have grown up together and Sylvie's 11+
expectation has been that they will marry.
However Carl's growing friendship with Paul, and
Sylvie's with the extrovert Miranda, cause a rift.
Set during the American Civil War, Margaret
13+
Mitchell's magnificent historical epic is an
unforgettable tale of love and loss, of a nation
mortally divided and a people forever changed.

